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SPOTLIGHT ON SPRING DAN 
(Flj? 2l£0t0t?r 
Vol. XLVIX 
"The Cream of College News" 
A. & T. College, Greensboro, N. C , April, 1954 Number 
SPRING IS REALLY HERE 
Phillip Colins, left. Agqie football star, and Josie WiUiams, popular A. and T. 
lassie, seem to be wrapped in the warmth of Spring as they chat on the steps 
of Dudley administration building during one of the near-summer days enjoyed 
lecently. Josie is also cover girl of natural color pictoral bulletin to be issued by 
the college soon. 
Three Accorded Honors A t 
Annual ROTC Inspection 
Units Viewed By Federal Men 
A military review held Tuesday, April 13 at A. and T. College by the 
college's Army and Air Force ROTC Units, featured the presentation of 
honors to three outstanding students and a flag to the institution. 
In special outdoor ceremonies held in connection with the two-day. 
annual, federal inspection of the joint cadet corps, cadet Floyd Horton, a 
Pittsboro sophomore, received a medal and was cited for outstanding scholar-
ship. He has maintained honor roll 
status for two straight years. Martha 
Hairston. Pine Hall. "Miss Army 
ROTC," a senior and Fllaworth Kirby, 
Wilson. "Miss Air Force ROTC," were 
cited with the Meritorious Conduct 
Ribbon for the manner in which they 
have conducted their duties during the 
past year. Both hold the honorary 
rank of colonel in the cadet corps. 
Accepts Flag 
Dr. F. D. Bluford, president of 'he 
college accepted the institutional flag 
presented by the Air Force ROTC 
group. The flag becomes the perma-
nent property of the institution and 
will be used by the outfit on cere-
monial occasions. 
The more than 70(1 cadets at the 
college marched by a reviewing party 
composed of Gen. I. R. Townsend, 
Dr. William M. Hampton. Dr. Blu-
ford, Army officials including Col. 
Glen A. Nelson. Lt. Col. John O. 
Woods. Maj. Roland H. Jensen, the 
inspection team, and Lt. Col. Roy 
W. Sorrell. in charge of the Army 
ROTC unit at the college and Air 
Force representatives. Col. Axel F. 
Albert, Lt. Col. Harley N. Cox. Maj. 
Fugene M. Kennedy, the Air Force 
Inspection team and Maj. Elmore M. 
Kennedy, professor of Air Science al 
the college. 
The inspection which consumed two 
full days on Monday and Tuesday 
was concluded shortly after the re-
view. 
Perfect Records 
Made By Three In 
Winter Quarter 
2 0 0 Make It 
Myrtle O. Cunningham. Ruth t . 
Skelton. and Mrs. Lucille C. Pigott, 
all of Greensboro, made 3.00 averages 
to lead the winter quarter Honor 
Roll. Mrs. Pigott and Ruth are sen-
iors, and Myrtle is a sophomore. 
Approximately 200 students were 
named to the Honor Roll. 50 of them 
with "A" averages. Below is the com-
plete list of Honor Roll students. 
"A" Honor Roll 
Name Home Town Average 
Cunningham. Mvrile O., 
Greensboro. N. C 3.1)0 
Piggoti. Lucille C , Greensboro. N. C. 3.00 
Skelton. Ruth C , Greensboro. N. C. 3.0(1 
Johnson. Marie .1.. Greensboro. N. C. 2.95 
Rice. Wilfred Carlmond, 
Winston-Salem. N. C. 2.95 
I'avlor, Alvin. Fayetteville. N. C. 2.95 
Jackson. Waller W., Chapel Hill. N. C. 2.94 
WhitJ. James W.. Hillsboro. N. C 2.9(1 
Mason. John W.. Norfolk, Va 2.87 
Roberson. Theodore R.. 
Williamston. N. C 2.85 
Batts. John H.. Rocky Mount. N. C 2.83 
Horton. Flovd W., Pittsboro, N. C. 2.83 
Jones, Clifton J.. Jr., Raleigh, N. C 2.83 
1 imberlake. Charles F_.. Yonkers. N. Y. .2.83 
Alston. Willie A.. Warrenton, N. C. 2.78 
Callahan, Izzetta C , Manassas. Va. 2.78 
Hodges. Carl D.. Parkton. N. C 2.78 
P ace, Jeanne .1.. Fairmont. N. C 2.78 
Singleton. Merchant F... Atmorc. Ala. 2.78 
Liley. Bobby. Greenville. N. C. 2.76 
Brown. Curtis F.. Jr.. London. W, Va. 2.75 
Dillard. James H.. Boisserain, Va. 2.75 
McLeod. Dinsdale St. Ledger, 
Jamaica. British West Indies 2.75 
Overton, Bernard A.. Edenton. N. C. 2.7(1 
Brown, Robert E.. Trenton. N. C. 2.70 
Smith. Jonah. Smithfield. N. C. 2.70 
Goodwin, Janie B., Spartanburg, S. C 2.67 
Watson, Delores L.. Durham, N. C 2.67 
McDaniel Eubert L., Morganton, N. C 2.65 
Rodgers, Linwood E., Goldsboro, N. C...2.65 
Foster, Donald S.. Winston-Salem. N.C. .2.63 
O'Hara. Vera J., New Bern, N. C 2.63 
Sanders, Grover H.. Clayton, N. C 2.63 
Stuart. Linis 1... Waynesboro. Va 
'Vmbrose, Frank. Jr., Belhaven, N. C 
RED CROSS DRIVE 
EXCEEDS GOAL 
The campus Red Cross Drive con-
ducted here last month exceeded its 
goal by more than $100. According 
to Mrs. Anice C. Wilson, chairman 
of the local drive, the A. and T. Col-
lege family contributed more than 
$400 to the national organization. 
This follows on the heels of a simi-
lar drive held here for polio when the 
college raised more than $3,300. 
ian C. Mason 
For Mother's 
Day Observance 
Flaborate plans have been complet-
ed for the annual Mother's Day ob-
servance to be held here Sunday. May 
9. Special invitations have been sent 
to the students' mothers, as well as 
any other members of the family who 
are high school seniors. 
Mrs. Vivian C. Mason, president of 
the National Council of Negro Wom-
en, is scheduled to deliver the Moth-
er's Day message in Harrison Audi-
torium as part of the day long activi-
ties which the college has planned. 
The college choir and symphonic band 
will render special music for the 
service. 
Other activities which are to take 
place on that day include a special tri-
bute to mothers attending by the Air 
Force and Infantry ROTC units, din-
ner in Murphy Hall and a tour of the 
campus. 
A complete schedule of achivilies is 
shown below: 
11:00 A.M. -Mother 's Day Mes-
sage. Mrs. Vivian C. Mason. 
President of the National Coun-
cil of Negro Women. Richard B. 
Harrison Auditorium. 
12:15-1:30 P.M.—Luncheon. 
Murphy Hall Cafeteria 
1:45 P.M.—Picture's taken of visit-
ing parents on the steps of Dud-
ley Building. 
? 15 P.M.—Rev'ew. Ai- , :orce and 
Infantry ROTC UNITS. 
3:00-4:30 P.M.—Open House. All 
departments of the college will be 
open for inspection. 
W. H. Gamble, dean of men at the 
college, is chairman of the affair. 
Oratorio Given 
By College Choir 
The A. and T. College choir, un-
der the direction of Howard T. Pear-
sall, was praiseworthy in its annual 
Faster Concert held in Harrison Audi-
torium Sunday, April I I . 
The group sang "The Holy City," 
an Oratorio by A. R. Gaul. Featur-
ed soloists included: Lottie Redvick. 
soprano: Delores Herring, mezzo-so-
prano. William Dockery, tenor, and 
Robert T. Taylor, baritone. 
Accompanying were Miss Rose-
mond Satterwhite at the piano and 
Miss Yvonne Porter at the console. 
It was the final appearance of the 
choir prior to its annual commence-
ment concert scheduled for May 30. 
2.63 
2.61 
(Continued on Page 8» 
Failures are divided into two classes 
—those who thought and never did. 
and those who did and never thought. 
4th Leadership 
School Was Held 
Here April 2 4 
The fourth annual leadership 
school of the Congress of Negro Par- , 
ents and Teachers was held at A. and 
T. Saturday. April 24. 
Consultants who participated in the 
session were Miss Blance B. Haley. 
Gibsonville, field secretary, North 
Carolina Congress PTA: W. T. Gibbs, 
dean. School of Fducation and Sci-
ence. A. and T.: Mrs. H. S. Godwin. 
Greensboro; Mrs. .1. W. Burke. Gib-
sonville; Mrs. Ray J. Reid, Winston-
Salem: Mrs. A. W. Mask. Hamlet: 
Mrs. R. L. Woodson. Raleigh, slate 
supervisor. Negro elementary schools; 
and Mrs. John A. McLeod. Greens-
boio. editor. N. C. Parent-Teacher 
Bulletin. 
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Five Major Affairs 
Slated For New Gym 
Campus Elections 
Coming Soon 
Tuesday, April 20 was the deadline 
lor submitting names of candidates 
for president of the Sttident Council 
and Miss A. and T., two highest 
student offices, .lames E. Matthews, 
president of the Council this year, said 
the primary voting will be held some-
time during the early part of May. 
Little is known about potential can-
didates this year hut is expected that. 
as in years past, the races for both 
jobs will be hot ones, with the presi-
dential race holding the slight edge. 
Again it is believed that the Greeks 
and other organizations will make an 
all-out effort to support some candi-
date. Tension will probably mount 
after the primary election. 
Retiring this year besides Matthews 
is Albertha Lattimer, the Miss A. and 
T. winner of last vear. 
Acquaintance Day 
For Frosh Attracts 
250 Participants 
The Freshman Acquaintance Day. 
an idea of Robert L. Stephens, presi-
dent of the freshman class at A. and 
T. College, became a reality Saturday, 
April 10, when more than 250 first 
year students of Bennett, N. C. Col-
lege, Winston-Salem Teachers College 
and Virginia State College gathered 
here as guests of the A. and T. frosh. 
The local "plebes" did well from 
the hospitality angle and si wed the 
visitors a pleasant afternoon and eve-
ning. Besides lunch and dinner, the 
visitors saw the A. and T. Aggie-
Virginia State baseball game, were en-
tertained by a special talent show 
using only freshman participants, saw 
the growing A. and T. campus on a 
conducted tour, saw a basketball game 
between freshman players and joined 
in an all-freshman dance as the con-
cluding activity for the day. 
Liberties Discussed 
By A. and T. Students 
A panel discussion entitled "What 
1 iberties College Students Should 
Have" was held in Harrison Audi-
torium May 9. at the regular chapel 
hour. The program under the direc-
tion of F. A. Williams, chairman of 
the College Forums Committee, was 
the last program of this type sched-
uled for the school year. 
Al Mickens. Daisy Gaddie, Mary 
Olivia Gaye. Richard Moore, and Ed-
gar Franklin Jones were participants 
on the panel and the group discussed 
such things as academic liberties, so-
cial liberties, liberties in student gov-
ernment and liberties in student-teach-
er relationships. 
By RICHARD MOORE 
"And the band wiii play on" at 
A. and T., at least for the remainder 
of the school vear. Yes, this is the 
season of dances; and the fun and 
frolic affairs began early this month 
with Ihe CORONATION BALL spon-
sored by the YMCA and YWCA held 
in Ihe new gymnasium. 
One of the most colorful dances to 
be held this year promises to be the 
newly initiated Military Ball slated in 
the gym April 23. The great COUNT 
BASIL has been booked to furnish 
music for the cadets. In years past, 
Ihe junior and senior ROTC students 
held separate dances, but decided this 
year to combine in an all cadet ef-
fort in order to make the affair more 
successful. 
The Greek organizations also de-
cided to join forces and May 7 will 
find the Sigmas, Zetas and Kappas 
in a costume ball, also scheduled for 
the new gym. 
On May 14. the following week, 
the Alphas, AKA's and Sigma Gam-
ma Rho's will try merry making with 
a formal dance in the gym. 
last of the Greek dances will be 
the one given by the combined Omega-
Delta-Iota group which is scheduled 
for May 21. 
And if that's not enough, the ath-
letes will climax the season with their 
annual Athletic Banquet and Dance. 
This is not to mention the numerous 
dances, parties and social affairs 
planned by the smaller clubs and or-
ganizations. 
Honors Day Here 
Features Wilkins 
The annual Honors Day. a special 
program designed to stimulate achieve-
ment in high scholarship among the 
students at A. and T. College has 
been set for Thuisday, May 6. 
The feature of the celebration will 
be an address by Dr. L Ernest Wil-
kins, Jr., nuclear physicist of Chica-
go, now employed at Nuclear De-
velopment Associates, Inc., in White 
Plains, N. Y. The brilliant young 
scientist received the Ph. D. degree at 
the age of 19 from the University of 
Chicago, and was a student under 
Ihe noted physicist, Dr. Albert Ein-
stein. 
The honorary fraternities on the 
campus including. Alpha Kappa Mu, 
Beta Kappa Chi, Sigma Rho Sigma 
and Pi Omega Pi, all are cooperating 
in the move, as Malcolm W. Johnson, 
Jr.. chairman of the celebration puts 
it "to develop an awareness of the 
importance of good scholarship to the 
college student." 
Students who have made outstand-
ing scholarship records will receive 
special recognition and certificates 
and an annual chemistry award will 
he made to one student who has 
maintained the highest record in the 
field. The celebration will conclude 
wilh a banquet that evening in the 
college's Murphy Hall. 
WELCOMES INSPECTOR 
Cadet Lt. Colonel James E. Matthews, right, executive officer of the local Army 
ROTC regiment, w a s among the first to greet Col. Glen A. Nelson, on his arrival 
here for the annual federal inspection April 12-13. Looking on are Lt. Colonel 
Roy W. Sorrell. PMS&T, and Captain Oliver Dillard, military science instructor. 
Cadet Colonel Charles Bussey commands the local regiment. 
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EDITORIALS 
"The Voice of THE REGISTER" 
Ah, Spring! 
The season of birds, bees, and yes, America's favorite 
pastime, baseball, is upon us! With it has come the 
scenic beauty of budding trees, blossoming flowers, and 
clear blue skies dotted with specks of homecoming fowl. 
Right on its heels a pleasant, yet disturbing, factor is 
approaching—Spring Fever. 
Spring Fever 
Millions agree that it is wonderful to lie around 
without a care in the world—to live for the present. 
Yes, wonderful, but hazardous. Spring fever is like 
unto a dream. All the pleasures are revealed, but none 
of the. hard, cold facts of life are brought into focus. 
While one basks in the ecstasy of his dream world, the 
material elements in life elude his grasp. The resulting 
situation is a scene portraying a thoroughly deluded stu-
dent who repents his having been weak enough to fall 
victim lo spring and its canny agents and vows that 
were he lo live that phase of his life over again, the 
story would end more pleasantly. Kipling, in his poem 
"If," made a thorough summation of the moral one 
should remember by stating, "If you can dream and not 
make dreams your master . . ." 
Spring Affords 
Pleasant walks in shady lanes, the admiration of the 
wonders of nature, the soothing sigh of one adored, the 
frenzied yells of the baseball crowd, the cheery chirping 
of the fine-feathered set are conditions synonomous with 
spring. Steady plugging, the will to resist mother nature's 
bidding, and the realization that primary to the construc-
tion of any edifice is the laying of the foundation are 
likewise synonomous with success. For purposes of safety 
and as insurance for future happiness—balance your 
pleasures with your toil, giving precedence to the one 
which will affect your future most. 
Down With "The Killer" 
Many will resent being asked to contribute to the 
Cancer Campaign. Perhaps their resentment is justified 
in that during the year they have beer* repeatedly . ornered 
by one drive after another. In keeping with the best in-
terests of society, however, it is hoped that the num-
ber of those who resent being asked will be far smaller 
than the number of those who see the necessity of 
contributing to the Cancer Campaign. 
Research and Education 
The funds which are accumulated through nation-
wide campaigns are used to conduct research and edu-
cational programs which will aid in the prevention and 
treatment of cancer. Since concluding that cancer is a 
community concern instead of a public health problem, 
scientists have advanced research to the point where they 
know that, at present, successful treatment of cancer is 
dependent upon its complete removal by surgery or de-
struction by X-ray, radium, or cautery. If reported in 
its early stages, cancer can be exterminated. However. 
to educate people to detect the symptoms and report 
them immediately requires money—money which will be 
used to develop large scale control programs. These 
control programs are largely educational, yet the minor 
wing of the program is of near equal Importance—re-
search. For it is through research that the facts to he 
used in educating the populace are derived. 
The cause is just! Support the Cancer Campaign! 
Campus Cuties *X Lsndal Nllbri 
*t TOLD HIM HEUAD1 
^0METMW& THAT MME) 
HIM DIFFERENT FROM <l 
THE OTHER F&UOWS—ME} 
THE TROUBLE WITH TOWN c v 
T S T H E ' S JUST LIKE I*LLT«E 
^Araaie Ivlerru - Ljo-r\ound 
By CHARLES D. BUSSEY, '55 
In view of the inadequacies of our student government under the present system of organi-
zation, 1 have, after several fruitless attempts, come up with a system, which, on paper, seems 
practicable and quite desirable. 
One of the two most frequent defenses employed by the Council is that it is too small for 
Spring and You 
By THEODORE R. ROBERSON, '55 
Ole man winter played April Fool 
on spring this year as a cold wave 
was sweeping the east coast when 
April arrived. But now the joke is 
changing. From the warm weather 
of the past few days everyone is a 
witness that it is springtime again. 
Beautifully, the birds are singing 
and the bees are humming while 
Mother Nature is once again spread-
ing her green blanket over the earth. 
Beautiful Mornings 
The mornings are opened with a 
sky of lustrious blue. The air is filled 
with the aroma of flowers, herbs, and 
tree blossoms. What is more beauti-
ful and pleasant than such a morning? 
Is there one in summer, winter or 
autumn that can be compared to a 
morning in spring? 
This is the season when everyone 
is taken by one of Nature's most in-
fluential drives. He wants to meet 
people, associate with them, and share 
Iheir ideas. In other words, he is 
seeking companionship. 
Yes. everyone has the fever. So 
much time for study cannot be found 
any more, for the "hand-lock" is tak-
ing place. Everyone is seeking the 
wide, open spaces. Are you? If so, 
be wise in your decision of things and 
set aside a time for all activities—a 
time for work, a time for resl, and a 
time for play. 
a student body for this size. To increase the membership 
on the council, and still operate on an organized pro-
portional basis. I propose that the present system be 
junked and that the following procedure be pursued: 
For each 180 students one representative would be 
elected. The idea here is to divide the student popula-
tion into districts, each district having one representative. 
Scott Hall for example, would be divided into five 
districts. Each district would elect its own representative. 
In the cases of the girls' dormitories and the Varsity 
House, the situation would be somewhat different in that 
the population within each dormitory is less than 180. 
This problem would be eliminated by electing one repre-
sentative from each dormitory or district. 
City students, providing that their total was less 
than 180, would also choose one representative. 
This method would not limit representation to any 
particular classification. All representatives may be sen-
iors, all juniors, or any combination of the four classes. 
Freshmen would have equal, or perhaps, greater oppor-
tunity to serve on the Student Council in that upper-
classmen tend to become complacent, thus, leaving the 
way clear for enterprising lowerclassmen. 
Laision Personnel 
To insure that the various classes as well as the 
district residents would know just what action the Council 
takes or what disposition is made of problems which 
arise, two laision officers to each class would he elected 
within the Council to serve as message bearers from 
class to Council and vice versa. These liasion officers 
need not be members of the class to which they are 
assigned. 
Student Prexy 
An electoral committee composed of the represen-
tatives to the Student Council would be empowered to 
elect the President of the Student Council on the basis 
of votes gathered within the several districts. The candi-
date who receives a majority vote within a particular 
district would be the candidate for whom the representative 
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Help Yourself Overcome Bad Habits 
By CHARLES WILLIS, '57 
Do you have bad habits which are making you unhappy—habits like 
drinking or smoking or swearing—habits like uncontrolled temper or others 
equally as distressing? 
If you have, then this article brings you the glorious message that you 
can help yourself overcome bad habits just as willingly and just as lovingly 
as you can overcome any other thing! 
You know how powerless you feel about habits once they have you 
under their spell. Yet, if you will live as your mind wants you to live, 
obey your conscience and make yourself all and all in your life—then as 
surely as the day follows the night, you will help yourself. 
At a crossroad in the south where some of the roads are almost im-
possible in the spring, there is a sign: "Take care which rut you choose—you 
will be in it for the next twenty-five miles." 
Take care which habit rut you start in. You may be in it for the 
next twenty-five years! 
Now there are hundreds of rules and remedies on how to break various 
habits. Some counsel stopping gradually and some advise stopping all at 
once. Everyone must find the rule which works best for himself. But habits 
are like weeds, they spring up in the ground best suited to them; and no 
matter what habit you may have there is one ground which nourishes all 
bad habits. That is the ground of tiredness. Off-hand this might not seem 
to have much to do with refusing a drink or a cigarette, refraining from 
losing your temper or doing some other wrong thing; but it has! 
It is in the hours or minutes of physical and mental fatigue that your 
self-control weakens. It is when your energy has been worn down by 
work or worry that you give way to bad habits. 
Exhaustion Breeds Habits 
Most bad habits, most sins, are committed at night. Not so much be-
cause it is dark, but because at night people are tired; people drink at night 
and to "pep them up" they say. People gamble at night for the "kick" they 
get, they will tell you. People quarrel easily at night, for they get a false 
(Continued on Page 3) 
l y n the SocialZZ^ide 
By KEN KIRBY, '55 
Once more spring is officially here 
and Mother Nature has begun her 
task of beautifying the great outdoors. 
And, now that the spring quarter has 
got underway here on the campus, 
pretty soon, or possibly before this 
article is published, the colorful and 
elaborate spring affairs will have he-
gun. Surely this quarter is the most 
anxiously awaited quarter of the 
school year. Not only will the cam-
pus be lively with dances, banquets, 
balls, parties, picnics and so forth, 
but with high aspirations of the on-
coming summer vacation. Of par-
ticular interest are usually the Greek 
dances, the R.O.T.C. Ball, the Ath-
letes affair, and many more gala out-
ings. Incidentally, the services of 
Count Basie and his orchestra are be-
ing sought for the R.O.T.C Ball. 
Social Development 
These affairs, most of them held 
annually, are mainly for the entertain-
ment and recreation of the students 
as well as for their social develop-
ment. It is well worth while to men-
tion that students should be encourag-
ed not only academically but socially 
as well. One should not interpret 
socially wrong, especially as the act 
of just having a "good time," but in 
a more broad aspect. To know how 
to meet and associate with people is 
more important in any person's life. 
The old saying that "all work and no 
play makes Jack a dull boy and Jill a 
dull girl" is quite logical. In this 
writer's opinion it is necessary to ac-
quire a broader knowledge about life 
than just that found in books. Surely, 
a person's number one aim in coming 
to college should be to "get an edu-
cation" and thus be better prepared 
to cope with life. But, a student good 
academically is wonderful, whereas 
a well rounded student—in my opin-
ion. ONF who is outstanding aca-
demically and socially, is most won-
derful. 
Of course there are persons who 
come to college mainly for the social 
life and, they are definitely leading 
themselves astray. With the terrific 
pace being set by the world today a 
person would only be jeopardizing him-
self if he did not take advantage of the 
educational opportunities being offer-
ed. The fact still remains that each 
person's mental ability varies and it 
is left solely up to him as to the type 
of individual he desires to be in later 
life. You. are the judge and the 
world is the jury. 
for that district would vote. In 
closed session, the electoral commit-
tee would cast secret ballots, the 
ballot of each representative bearing 
the name of the candidate who re-
ceived the majority vote within his 
district. The count would be made 
by the Student Prexy. Vice Prexy. and 
Secretary, but kept secret until the 
popular voting was completed. 
Results would be announced along 
with the popular vote totals. 
Committees 
In refutation of the second most 
frequent argument by the Council— 
the lack of time—this system fosters 
the development of two committees, a 
receiving and investigating committee, 
and an evaluating committee. The 
former would be charged with receiv-
ing all complaints and conducting a 
proper investigation of same. Based 
upon the findings of the investigating 
committee, the evaluation committee 
would decide whether or not the com-
plaint were justifiable or worthy of 
consideration. It would then report 
formally to the Council, which would 
act according to the recommendations 
made. Committee members would be 
appointed from the ranks of the repre-
sentatives by the Student Prexy with 
the approval of the Council. 
To my way of thinking, the only 
drawback in installing this system 
would be the failure of students to 
respond to their calls to duty. There 
are continuous cries that student gov-
ernment is ineffective or there are 
other similar accusations. The adop-
tion and development of this system 
would, I firmly believe, curtail much 
of the students' disgust at having their 
problems and complaints disregarded. 
This is a progressive nation which 
can attribute much of its progress to 
experimentation. Let us keep in step 
with the March of Time by experi-
menting a little. 
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V A C A T I O N SESSION BEGINS JUNE 7 
SEE ENGINEERING AT WORK 
Shown above are senior engineering students who recently made < 






Plans have been completed for the 1954 summer session of A. and T. 
Gibbs, director of summer school. The first session of summer school will 
second session will last from July 14-August 20. 
This year's summer school which is conducted as a part of the regular 
more than 400 graduate and under-
graduate courses. Besides, the col-
lege will have special courses for 
teachers, graduate students, college 
students, trade students, plus confer-
ences, workshops and cultural pro-
grams. 
Of course, the sessions will not be 
all work, because the school has 
planned many recreational and social 
activities including tours to the moun-
tains and other places of interest. 
By attending both sessions of the 
summer school, a student may receive 
the same number of college credits as 
in a regular quarter. Ample resi-
dence facilities will be available on 
the campus for both men and women. 
As in past years, the college in-
structional staff will be supplemented 
by many visiting lecturers of national 
standing. 
College according to Dean Warmoth T. 
be held from June 7-.luly 13, and the 
college program is expected to offer 
SO YOU WANT AFROTC Adds 
TO BE A PILOT? New Instructor 
Selection Team 
Here On May 10 
An aviation cadet selection team 
from Pope Air Force Base, Fort 
Bragg. N. C. will visit A. and 7 . 
College on May 10th, to give informa-
tion about the air force aviation 
cadet training program. The team is 
composed of one officer and three air-
men that are aviation cadet procure-
ment specialist. The team will be lo-
cated on the campus at Scott Hall 
from 9:00 a. m. until 6:00 p. m. 
o'clock. 
The purpose of the visit to coun-
sel interested students on the pilot or 
aerial observer training programs and 
to assist them in making application 
for aviation cadet training if they so 
desire. 
Filing an applicatio.i for the train-
ing program means that the individual 
is taking preliminary steps to deter-
mine his qualifications to continue 
with the type of training program he 
may choose. It is not an enlistment 
in the Air Force and applicant is un-
der no obligations. 
The applicant chooses a date to re-
port to an aircrew class ratification 
testing unit for mental and physical 
testing. Transportation is paid by 
the government. 
To qualify for the program, the ap-
plicant must be between 19 and 26V2 
years of age. sngle and be able to 
pass the mental and physical examina-
tions. 
Qualifying applicants will receive 
a four month draft deferment while 
waiting for an assignment to a class 
of pilot or aerial observer training, at 
one of the Air Force bases. 
A & T . Grad Wins 
Chem. Fellowship 
Word w'as received here recently 
that Mrs. Yvonne Simmons Spence. 
1949 graduate of the college has 
been awarded a fellowship to study 
chemistry at Union College in Sche-
nectady. New York this summer. The 
award was given by the General Flec-
tric Science Fellowship Committee. 
After graduating from A. and T., 
Mrs. Spence secured her Master's de-
gree from the same institution in 1952. 
She was chosen to receive the scholar-
ship on the basis of her fine scholar-
ship and recommendations. 
Mrs. Spence has taught mathe-
matics at A. and T., and is currently 
employed at Carver High School in 
Winston-Salem. 
When you stop to think, don't for-
get to start again. 
N O 
* * * * * * 
' * * * * * * v . 
****** 
\*;*v\\v* 
Ve te ran of 
W o r l d W a r Two 
A new instructor in Air Science 
and Tactics has been added to the 
Air Force ROTC staff at A. and T. 
College. Master Sergeant William L. 
Carr, St. Louis, Mo., reported lo 
Major Flmore M. Kennedy, profes-
sor of Air Science and Tactics, for 
duty at the college on April I. 
.Sergeant Carr. a veteran of World 
War II. saw service in F_ngland, 
France. Germany, Guam and Libya. 
He was transferred here from Cars-
well AFB. Texas. A graduate of 
Stowe College at St. Louis, his wife, 
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Carr, is also a 
native of St. Louis. 
Oversfreef and 
McFerrin Please 
In A. & T. Concert 
A joint concert featuring Geral-
dine Overstreet, soprano and Robert 
McFerrin, baritone, pleased a near ca-
pacity audience at A. and T. College 
last Wednesday evening, April 7. The 
two young artists, both of whom have 
appeared in opera and dramatic per-
formances on Broadway, sang tnree 
groups of operatic numbers in solo 
and duet and two others by twentieth 
century composers. 
Negro Spiritual 
McFerrin's rendition of "Ich Grolle 
Nicht" by Schumann drew warmest 
applause of his solos while Miss Over-
street was considered best with her 
presentation of a Negro spiritual, "My 
Lord Done Been Here." an arrange-
ment by Hall Johnson. McFerrin 
who sang a lead role with "Green 
Pastures" an outstanding Broadway 
success, teamed with the soprano in 
two numbers from "Porgy and Bess." 
"I Loves You, Porgy" and "Bess, You 
Is My Woman Now." These two 
numbers received sustained applause. 
Kelly Wyatt accompanied the duo 
at the piano. 
The concert was a featured attrac-
tion of the college's Spring lyceum 
series. 
MADE TO ORDER 
Political parties make a platform 
to fit the people and then alter a 
candidate to fit the platform. 
The two-dollar bill used to have 
a bad reputation, but today il is the 
only one that will pay for a dollar's 
worlh of anything. 
Business Frat: 
Pi Omega Pi Installed at A. and 
Seven Members on Charter 
Gamma Phi Chapter of Pi Omega Pi, an honorary fraternity for busi-
ness education teachers, was installed on A. and T. College campus April 
24, 1954. The organization has as its chief objectives the encouraging of 
high scholarship among teachers of business education, the supplementing of 
the study of teaching in the classroom, the fostering of high educational 
standards in the business professional 
life, and the promoting of solidarity 
and friendship among the members. 
Membership in the organization is 
open to students who have indicated 
their desire to teach business subjects, 
have achieved the status of sophomore 
or above with a superior rating (2.00) 
in business and education subjects, 
and a medium rating (1.50) in all 
other college subjects. 
The petition for the probation chap-
ter was granted by the National Office 
on February 28, 1953. Since that 
time the group has had supper meet-
ings on the first Tuesday of the 
monlh. and have begun a research 
project on "Desirable Attitudes to be 
Taught by Business Teachers." 
The National Organizer. Dr. Au-
drey V. Dempsey of Eastern Carolina 
Teachers College. Greenville. North 
Carolina, along with membeis of the 
Beta Kappa Chapter of the same 
school, participated in the installation. 
Honorary charter members are 
President F. D. Bluford. Dr. James L. 
Stuart. Mr. Harvey Alexander, and 
Mrs. Veda Stroud. 
Active charter members are Izetta 
Callahan. Ruth C. Skelton, Fddie Lee 
Jones, Lucille Piggott. Betty L. Lewis, 
Mary E. Meachem, and Annie Low-
rie. Their advisor is Mrs. Gwendolyn 
Dickson. 
The installation of the Gamma Phi 
Chapter of Pi Gamma Pi was culmi-
nated by a banquet in which Dr. 
Dempsey and the members of Beta 
Kappa Chapter also took part. 
Glee Club Ends 
Concert Season 
Wi th N. C. Tour 
The Men's Glee Club under the 
direction of H. T. Pearsall, ended 
their concert season with a tour of 
several cities in North Carolina dur-
ing the recent Easter holidays. The 
group of 24 gave concerts in Ashe-
ville, Hendersonville, Greenville, and 
l . umberton. 
Soloists for the Glee Club were 
Lacose Edwards, tenor: Robert Tay-
lor, baritone: James Barnes, baritone; 
and William Dockery. tenor. Miss 
Yvonne Porter accompanied the 
group. 
Also on April 13 the Glee Club 
gave a short concert at Woman's Col-
lege in Greensboro. 
Help Yourself 
(Continued from Page 2) 
sense of stimulation. 
But notice how lessened the desire 
to drink, lo smoke, to gamble, to 
swear—in fact, to do anything wrong 
—in the morning. And all because 
you are rested and yourself-control 
is stronger! 
So when the desire becomes strong, 
try to get some rest. Don't go out. 
stay home and go to bed. Drop your 
work and also your play. Rest does 
more for you than any "trick" which 
you might use to break a bad habit! 
In the same way, you give way to 
bad habits when you have been emo-
tionally upset at home, at work, or 
elsewhere. Such experiences require 
much energy and exhaust you; it is 
then that you lose your self-control. 
However, if you are firm in your 
faith that you can help yourself, then 
you will arise from each set-back 
stronger than before. There is a 
power greater than your habit, that 
being the power of Will! Do not 
wait until the first chance you get to 
start controlling your bad habits. Il 
may be too late. 
Gl's Load T ightened 
Another example of industry's con-
stant research and development lead-
ing to more and better products is 
found in the equipment of our soldiers 
—the best prepared fighting men in 
the world. By using lighter but 
stronger metals, the load each man 
carries for combat may be reduced 
65 per cent in relation to helmets, 
mess kits, bazookas, entrenching tools. 
Newspaper Staff 
Plans Banquet 
The annual banquet of the REG-
ISTER Staff will he held in Murphy 
Hall on May 6. At this time, the 
graduating officers of the paper will 
be retired and new staff members 
chosen for next year. 
Leaving the paper this year will be 
Richard E. Moore, editor: Marion 
Blair, business manager; Margaret 
Davis, production manager; Rachel 
Zanders, Helen V. Kelley. production 
staff, Oswald Lyons, proof reader, 
Annie Belle Martin, proof reader, and 
Clarence Knight, reporter. 
Any student who wishes to become 
a member of the REGISTER staff may 
stop by the newspaper office in the 
basement of Dudley Building and fill 
out an application blank. 
AKA's Receive 
Achievement 
Cup For 1954 
The Alpha Phi Chapter of the Al-
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority are the 
proud winners of another award 
which is the Achievement Cup for the 
year 1954. This award is competed 
for by all of the chapters of the so-
rority each year through the overall 
achievements of each chapter as a 
whole. 
The award was presented to Sorors 
Marion Miller and Lucille Piggott. 
representatives for Alpha Phi Chap-
ter to the Regional Conference which 
was held in Newport News, Virginia 
on April 10. 1954. 
The first award won by the sorority 
was a plaque for having the number 
one winning song in the National 
Song Writing Contest sponsored by 
the National Chapter of the Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority. This award 
was presented to Soror Janie Good-
win at the Annual Boule, December 
29, 1953. 
Attends Air Meet 
William Farmer was among the 340 
delegates and alternates who attend-
ed the Fifth Annual National Arnold 
Air Society Conclave in Omaha, Ne-
braska. April 16-17. 1954. 
A member of the Elmore Kennedy, 
Jr. Squadron at the Ag. and Tech. 
College of North Carolina, Farmer 
was a member of the Committee on 
Constitutional Revisions of the Arn-
old Air Society. 
The two-day Conclave opened with 
an address by Brig. Gen. M. K. 
Deichelmann. National Commandant 
of the Air Force ROTC. 
Other distinguished speakers includ-
ed Gen. George C. Kenney. Presi-
dent of the Air Force Association, 
who commanded air operations in the 
Pacific during World War II; Mai. 
Gen. William Hall. Assistant Chief of 
Staff for Reserve Forces: and Maj. 
Gen. N. R. Harbold. Director of 
Personnel Procurement of Training. 
Representatives took time out from 
business sessions for entertainment at 
the Conclave Military Ball, a dele-
gale luncheon, and a stag party at the 
Offutt AFB Officers Club. Offutt 
is headquarters for the Strategic Air 
Command. 
The Earl S. Hoag Squadron al the 
University of Omaha was host to the 
delegates from the 48 states, Flawaii, 
and Puerto Rico. 
1954 Industrial 
Tour Embarks 
Monday, June 21 
The proposition that "Know-how is 
two-way business" will be demonstrat-
ed this summer through a series of 
workshops and on-the-spot discussions 
with leaders in European industry, 
labor and government for a group of 
American executives and students of 
business administration and manage-
ment on an Industrial Tour sponsored 
by Travel and Study, Inc. 
In recent years leading educators in 
Schools of Business Administration 
have been concerned that executives, 
and in particular members of middle 
management, should be drawn to-
gether for periodic discussions of 
common problems and have develop-
ed a series of Management Clinics 
based on some of the major uni-
versities in the country and catering 
to the needs of local firms and in-
dustries. This idea has now been ex-
tended to include analysis of develop-
ments abroad and a comparison be-
tween European and American prac-
tice in certain key areas of manage-
ment. 
The I 954 Industrial Tour will leave 
New York on June 21 and will visit 
England. Scotland. Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Germany, Holland, Switz-
erland, Italy and France. There will 
be visits to factories and plants of 
all kinds according to the main special-
izations in the various countries — 
engineering, vehicles, aircraft, ship-
building, light and heavy electrical, 
food processing, transport and service 
industries, textiles, etc. But the main 
emphasis will be on discussions with 
management, at shop floor as well as 
front office level, with labor leaders, 
w i t h government representatives, 
bankers, merchants, members of the 
major political parties and with of-
ficials of United Nations Specialized 
Agencies. 
Detailed information on this and 
other programs may be obtained from 
Travel and Study, Inc., 110 East 57th 
Street, New York 22, N. Y. 
Statistics show thai clergymen live 
longer than anyone else — evidently 
they are the best risks here and here-
after. 





HE WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
MAY 10 TO SHOW YOU 
HOW TO 
earn over 
$5000 a y e a r . . . 
become an officer 
in the air force . . . 
get a head start 
in jet aviation . . . 
be a part of a great 
flying team . . . 
a s a n Aviation Cadet. 
See h i m w h i l e y o u c a n . 
First Lieutenant 
Dorse F. Pendleton, Jr. 
and 
Av ia t ion Cadet Selection 
Team No. 304 
Wi l l Visit A. & T. Col lege 
May 10, 1954 
Main Lounge of Scott Hall 
He w i l l be available f r om 
9:00 A . M. to 6:00 P. M. 
To many the leaps of impulse are 
considerably greater than the bounds 
of reason. 
Successful is the man who can get 
plenty of money without letting money 
get him. 
Aviation Cadet Selection 
Det. 304, 
Pope Air Force, N. C. 
P a g e 4 The Regis ter April, 1954 
A T T E N T I O N ! ! 
"The administration of A. & T. 
College is very happy to make 
available a $1,000 medical expense 
policy, for accidents only, on or 
off the campus for 24 hours a 
day. The rates for the school year 
are $8.00 for male and $4.50 for 
female. The rates for the calen-
dar year arc $9.50 for male and 
$6.00 for female. The coverage is 
being written by Chamblee In-
surance Agency of Raleigh. North 
Carolina through American Cas-
ualty Company of Reading, Penn-
sylvania." 
THE SERVICESCOPE 
Second Lt. Uril L. Greene of Tren-
ton, N. C , who recently arrived on 
Okinawa, is a pla-
toon l e a d e r in 
Company B of the 
2 9 t h Regimental 
Combat T e a m . 
Lieutenant Greene, 
whose wife, Etta, 
and parents, Mr. 
o ;and Mrs. L. T. 
Greene, live on 
Route 2, entered 
the Army in Sep-
iwui/w, •-. He is a graduate of 





The Sopohomore Class has been 
functioning creditably. During the 
year our president, Collins Sims. 
along with the class has worked dili-
gently on such projects as Com-
munity Chest. Blood Drive. Heart 
Fund, Polio Drive, socials and sup-
porting a candidate for Miss Co-Ed, 
Delores McCloud, one of our out-
standing sophomores. For the bene-
fit of those who were not informed, 
the reigning queen of the class for 
1953-54 is Roberta Dodd, a very at-
tractive and active member of the 
class. 
The class officers are now busy 
planning a big semi-formal spring 
dance. This dance is expected to 
climax the activity of the class for 
this year. AM members are urged to 
attend all remaining meetings so that 




it 's a safe bet that the man who is 
around asking for sympathy will make 
bad use of it. 
JI I IPS 





HE WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
MAY 10 TO SHOW YOU 
HOW TO 
earn over 
$5000 a year . . . 
become an officer 
in the air force . . . 
get a head start 
in jet aviation . . . 
be a part of a great 
flying team . . . 
a s a n Aviat ion Cadet. 
See h i m w h i l e y o u c a n . 
First Lieutenant 
Dorse F Pendleton, Jr 
a net 
Avia t ion Cadet Selection 
Team No. 304 
W i l l Visit A. & T Col lege 
May 10, 1954 
Main Lounge of Scott Hall 
He w i l l be available f r om 
9:00 A . M . to 6:00 P M. 
Aviation Cadet Selection 
Def:,3"04, 
Pope Air Force, N. C. 
< - * , ' . 
Army 2d Lt. John J. Horton of 
Morehead City, N. C , platoon leader 
in the 511th 'Air-
borne Regimental 
Combat Team, is 
at Camp Hale, 
Colo., for Exercise 
Ski Jump. t h e 
Army's 1954 cold 
weather and moun-
tain training man-
euver. The son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Cur-
tis H. H o r t o n . 
1005 Bay Street. Morehead City, he 
is a graduate of the Agricultural and 
Technical College of North Carolina 
where he was a member of Omega 
Psi Phi and Beta Kappa Chi fra-
ternities. Lieutenant Horton's wife, 
Miriam, lives at 216 W. Walter Street, 
Whiteville, N. C. 
KING 
HORTON 
LET'S FACE IT . . . 
By CHARLES KING, '55 
As usual, the author of Let's Face It has been faced with another 
question. This one he finds fairly difficult, for the answer to this question 
is embodied in many factors. The question is as follows: WHY IS IT SO 
DIFFICULT TO MAKE A STUDENT ABIDE BY THE LAWS SET UP 
ON A COLLEGE CAMPUS? 
This question will not be answered authoritatively but rather opinionated; 
however, it might be worth the reader's time and consideration. There is no 
precise answer to this question. It might be argued for a long time without 
a definite conclusion. One might answer this question by merely attributing 
the causes to a combination of biological and social needs and desires, but 
that is not enough to say. 
As a result of biological and social needs, campus recreations are violated 
and overall social standards are not in all cases abided by. From the col-
legiate standpoint where the bulk of the students are between the ages of 
12 and 20, which is the stage of puber-
ty, the four great wishes are most 
active at this stage. 
These wishes are 
the wish for recog-
nition, the wish for 
response, the wish 
for security, and 
the wish for new 
adventures. In or-
der that the indi-
vidual might ma-
ture properly, these 
drives of wishes 
must be fullfilled. 
Among a group of 
young and ener-
getic people as 
those found on a college campus. 
these drives will be satisfied to a 
large extent. Therefore, everywhere 
we find laws to govern these indi-
viduals. Violations cannot be totally 
prevented; therefore, laws are made 
to keep them at a minimum. 
Laws are enforced to make an in-
dividual act in a desired manner ac-
cording to social standards and in 
many instances the prescribed restric-
tions and punishments cause them to 
do worse. An innocent girl of seven-
teen enters college with very little 
knowledge of sex, alcohol, and ciga-
rettes, etc. Immediately, she is 
colonized by being placed in a dormi-
tory with other girls that are some-
what her peers. She finds in this 
colony other young ladies of every 
caliber. Some are perfect ladies, 
some are skin deep angels, and some 
who are outright devils. This inno-
cent girl of seventeen will meet girls 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and 
from the Gulf to the Great Lakes. 
What does she do next? The heavens 
can only tell. Several restrictions are 
placed on her. She must remain hi 
the dormitory every night. These four 
great drives become apparent. Re-
strictions and the fear of punishment 
will not allow her to satisfy these 
wishes. There must be an outlet. 
Here the young ladies of all calibers 
step in to offer their beautiful and 
flowery suggestions for satisfaction. 
Some of these suggestions are hard to 
refuse. This is a test for the strength 
of her constitution. If it is weak, we 
have a new person. Through the in-
fluence of those surrounding indi-
viduals, the sky becomes the limit. 
And on and on comes the other de-
sires of frustration. Without the 
proper guidance and social outlet, 
this person or any other person who 
faces a similar situation might easily 
walk the undesirable paths of life. 
Let us remember that the tree of life 
that has more branches of treatment 
rather than punishment, bears sweeter 
fruit. LET'S FACE IT. 
Sigma News 
The Sigmas have indeed experienc-
ed a year which wc feel is historical 
in the life of Sigma at A. and T. Col-
lege. We. together with the gradu-
ate chapter, acted as host to the 
Southeastern Reginal Convention held 
at the college. We also held our an-
nual "Bigger and Better Business 
Program" during this convention and 
three winners from the oratorical con-
test received scholarships. Certifi-
cates were awarded to three students 
who we felt had made considerable 
progress as business students. Among 
them were Tack Lanier and Mrs. Lu-
cille Piggott. Brother Otho Sherill 
awarded these certificates and extend-
ed congratulations. 
Of course, it can not be expressed 
in words our appreciation and grati-
tude for the loyal support coming 
from our fellow Greeks; they helped 
to make our regional successful. So 
from Eta Chapter we are saying, 
"Thanks A Great Deal." 
We are proud that Brother Rapheal 
Cuthbertson has been elected by the 
state to go to England. 
W. A. ALSTON, President 
NORMAN HAYES, Editor 
Doubling of Crop 
Yields Predicted 
Farm production can be doubled 
by 1975 through use of chemicals to 
control pests and fertilize land, and 
by increasing yields through hybridi-
zation, says an article in Fortune 
magazine. 
It conducted a study of farm pro-
duction when predictions of popula-
tion increases indicated that we must 
double food supplies in 22 years to 
maintain our standard of living. 
"The farmer is still losing 40 per-
cent of his potential salable crop to 
bugs, weeds, fungi, rats, and other 
predators," the magazine reports, 
adding that it would be possible to 
realize the following increases by 
1975: corn. 210 per cent; cotton. 183 
per cent; wheat, 147 per cent; po-
tatoes, 153 per cent: tobacco, 123 





By CORNELIUS TURNER 
From where did it come— 
Heaven or hell? 
Many have tried to guess, 
But none were able to tell. 
Some say it is sweet and so kind. 
Then from Heaven it surely came. 
Others say it is bitter and cruel 
And call it an improper name. 
1 know not from where it came, 
Or goes when it departs. 
I know it wrecked many a life 
And caused many broken-hearts. 
FROM THE BIBLE 
For I know that my Redeemer 
liveth. and that He shall stand at 
the latter day upon the earth. 
—Job 19:25. 
Why should we of today be so 
fearful, so faint of heart, when such 
a faith has survived down the cen-
turies to save and sustain us? Faith 
in our cause, our nation, our victory 
over godless Communism, must be-
gin with unswerving faith in God 
and His omnipotence. 
Well-limed silence is more eloquenl 
than speech — and most silence is 
well-timed. 
Fading Love 
By CLAUDIA A. MEANS (57) 
When the stars seem to fall 
And there's but half a moon. 
You can tell that Love is fading 
A little bit too soon. 
When the earth seems to stop spin-
ning 
And merely to stand still, 
There's a heartbroken man or 
woman 
On a far cliff or hill. 
So let it not happen to us 
When we know that we can stop it. 
Why let strife come between us 
When sooner or later we'll resent it? 
"Air Force of Age" Says 
General at Conference 
Delta News 
The members of Alpha Mu Chap-
ter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Inc. are very happy to greet you 
again. It is "Spring" again and the 
weather is lovely, but don't get "car-
ried away" by it. We must remem-
ber that wc still have classes to at-
tend and that should mean a lot to 
most of us, especially the seniors. 
On Saturday, March 27, wc gather-
ed for our annual affair at which time 
we honored the senior girls of Dudley 
High School. The affair was in the 
form of a Luncheon and began at 
11:00 A. M. 
Along with the young ladies from 
Dudley were their advisors, the presi-
dents of the various Greek organiza-
tions on our campus. Miss A. and T. 
the president of the Student Council. 
Dean of Women, Dean of Men, the 
college Chaplain, members of Beta 
Mu Sigma Chapter of Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority, Inc., and of course, 
our roving photographer was there. 
These people witnessed the presen-
tation of an award to Miss Marjorie 
Payton, the outstanding senior girl 
chosen for scholarship, personality, 
leadership, and various other favor-
able qualities. They were also favor-
ed with a wonderful meal, along with 
a very inspirational and interesting 
speech by Soror Geraldine Totten of 
Beta Mu Sigma Chapter. 
Mrs. Thelma Watkins. our college 
dietician was presented a gift from 
our organization for the important 
part she played in making our pro-
gram a success. Mrs. Totten received 
a gift for her splendid contribution 
also. 
Here's hoping we make the best of 
a wonderful, yet challenging quarter. 
See you next time, folks. 
—HELEN WILLIAMS, Reporter 
e^Down (13eat 
Although Frankie Laine is today 
recognized as one of the country's top 
vocalists, there was a time in his ca-
i 
FRANKIE LAINE 
reer when even Laine himself was 
convinced that he would never become 
successful as a singer; so convinced, 
matter of fact, that he actually quit 
singing for two-and-one-half years. 
One of the first singing jobs the 
Chicago-born crooner had was a vo-
calist with the Fred Croloyle's hand 
in 1937, but Frankie couldn't get used 
to working as a band soloist and soon 
left to go out as a single. After 
finding some success at a little spot 
on Cleveland's east side, he took a 
chance at New York, and there joined 
Major Elmore M. Kennedy, Jr., 
Professor of Air Science and Tactics 
at A. and T. College, announces that 
in a keynote address at the Second 
Annual Professor of Air Science and 
Tactics Conference held at Headquar-
ters, AFROTC in Montgomery, Ala., 
General Nathan F. Twining. Chief of 
Staff of the United States Air Force, 
said, "The United States Air Force 
has come of age. The Air Force is 
nationally accepted as one of the three 
services. We're not on the defensive 
anymore." 
General Twining congratulated the 
more than 200 high ranking Air Force 
officers from AFROTC detachments 
across the country on the job they are 
doing at college and universities. He 
emphasized that the experience in Air 
Force ROTC work is invaluable to 
the career of an Air Force officer, 
and each AF officer can do a real 
job of telling the Air Force story to 
the American public. 
The USAF Chief of Staff stated, 
"The Air Force has a lot of problems, 
but our number one problem is peo-
ple. Planes, supply procedures, and 
base operations are getting more com-
plicated all the time. Technological 
improvements are no good if we can't 
get the people. Our officers today 
must have more background and edu-
cation. The solution to this problem 
is the Air Force ROTC program. Dur-
ing World War II, the Air Force had 
to grow fast, and many of our people 
did not finish their education. Great 
flyers and great leaders were develop-
ed, but think how much better it 
would have been if these people would 
have finished their education." 
In concluding his address. General 
Twining mentioned the need tor ob-
taining qualified young men to fly 
with the United States Air Force. 
"It's a terrific challenge. We've got 
to build confidence in these young 
men that they can fly the jet aircraft 
of today. In the old days, when fly-
ing machines were really dangerous, 
push the youngsters l o they had 
away." 
B r i g . G e n 
C o m m a n d a n t 
M. K. Deichelmann, 
of the AFROTC, fol-
lowing General Twining's address, 
welcomed his field commanders, the 
Professors of Air Science and Tactics. 
He expressed the hope that till visitors 
would be able to take a good look at 
the AFROTC program from an opera-
tional standpoint. He said, "Wc want 
to get your ideas, and as a result, we 
are holding seminars where you can 
acquaint us with your particular 
problems." 
Other events scheduled for the Con-
ference arc an address this evening 
by Brig. Gen. Bonner Fellers, U. S. 
Army (ret.), who wrote "Wings for 
Peace." and command mission brief-
ings by Strategic Air Command, Tacti-
cal Air Command, Air Defense Com-
mand, and Flying Training Air Force. 
WINS for a series of 15-minute radio 
shows. 
Frankie then worked at odd jobs 
around New York during 1940, but 
after several lucrative singing deals 
fell through, trekked back to Cleve-
land where he played one cocktail 
lounge after another. He had no luck 
in interesting record companies or 
booking agencies in his singing tal-
ents, and in 1941 the discouraged 
Laine decided to give up singing alto-
gether, and applied for a job at a de-
fense plant. 
During the two-and-one-half years 
at the plant, Frankie wrote more than 
a dozen songs, and after transferring 
to a factory job near Hollywood, man-
aged to contact Nat Cole to have him 
transcribe one of his songs. It Only 
Happens Once, which deejays in the 
area soon began to feature on their 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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K^rcnldd and \^t nions 
By EDWARD H. BROWN, JR.. '55 
ORCHIDS - - to the Freshman class for the fine program which it 
held on the campus recently. Programs such as these can prove very bene-
ficial to all of us. 
ONIONS — to the rule that was done away with which kept the students 
from walking on the grass. The most noticeable part of the campus is 
beginning to look like the "Sahara Desert." and very little is being done to 
preserve the use-to-be "Green Pas-
tures." 
ORCHIDS — to the "Honor Day" 
program which is being initiated on 
Ihe campus for the first time. At last 
we are beginning to wake up and put 
emphasis where it belongs. 
ONIONS - to the tremendous 
number of male students who always 
crash dances to which they are not 
invited. If it had been intended for 
you to go. I'm sure someone would 
have sent you an invitation. 
ORCHIDS — to the track team on 
their recent victories over Florida and 
N. C. College. Here's hoping you 
have a very successful season and 
bring the C.i.A.A. crown home where 
it belongs. 
ONIONS — to those students who 
give misleading information on va-
rious forms that have to be filled out 
from time to time. By doing this, you 
are hindering rather than helping 
yourselves. 
ORCHIDS — to the "new look" at 
Ihe front entrance of Dudley Build-
ing. It's a shame bricks and mortar 
cannot change a lot of the other things 
around here like attitudes and so 
forth. 
ONIONS - to the way the cam-
pus looks in various spots that should 
be the center of attraction, like the 
front of Hines Hall. 
ORCHIDS — to the baseball team 
for winning their first game of the 
season against the "Eagles" of N. C. 
College. Here's hoping you have an-
other championship team this year. 
ONIONS - - to the students who 
prefer lying around in the dorms on 
Sunday rather than attend one of the 
many churches in Greensboro. You 
find time to go everywhere else you 
want to, why not church? 
ORCHIDS - - to tdl (he students 
who helped make the 'Blood Donor" 
program here a big success. You gave 
New Crescent 
John Perkins, recently init iated in -
to The Crescent Club 
Beta Sigma Fra-
ternity, was elect-
ed as club reporter. 
A g r a d u a t e of 
C l e m e n t High 
School of Cleve-
land, North Caro-
I i n a ; outstanding 
a m o n g fellow 
members, he savs 
"Phi Beta is the 
life." 
of the Phi 
Of Pride and Joy 
A man may he born somewhat lazy, 
Have a big inclination to shirk; 
But. when grown from a boy 
He'll discover the joy 
That comes from an honest day's 
work. 
He may listen to theories crazy. 
And jokers with many a quirk; 
They may tempt him, to start, 
But he knows in his heart 
There's a lift in an honest day's 
work. 
He may dream of Utopias hazy. 
Ignoring the dangers that lurk; 
But deep down inside 
Hell remember the pride 
That comes from an honest day's 
work. 
—Carl C. Helm 
the biggest gift anyone could give 
and should really be commended; you 
gave LIFE. 
ONIONS - to the students who do 
not attend Lyceum programs on the 
campus. Much planning is put into 
each program for your convenience 
and enjoyment, so the least you could 
do is to be present now and then. 
Wax'* Wax 
STAN KENTON DISBANDS . . . 
A great shock came to the nation's 
music lovers recently when the great 
Stan Kenton announced the disband-
ing of his internationally famed band. 
Stan said that many of his loyal sub-
jects suggested that he take a long and 
needed rest, so he took their advice. 
Kenton says he plans to take a light 
vacation, whereupon he will journey 
to the west coast and visit relatives 
"ne hasn't seen in quite a while. He 
then intends to write music until the 
urge for cool and crazy sounds again 
overtake him. 
The last time Kenton disbanded 
was in 1949 and for those who re-
member, he made a wonderful come-
back. That vacation probably did 
him lot of good, so rest assured that 
Stan "the man" Kenton will be in 
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top form if he does decide to come-
back . . . GRANZ PLAYS AMOEBA 
. . . Norman Granz, who recently in-
troduced a new record label (Nor-
gram) played amoeba and split him-
self and his clef label in two. It 
would seem that Clefs release had 
reached the volume of most top labels 
and Granz found that his distributors 
were having difficulty working on all 
of them, so his new label will have 
its separate set distributors. Another 
reason for the division into two labels 
is that Granz has two distinct stables 
of musicians, the hot and the cool. 
Cleft will retain most of the former 
musicians. Gene Krupa, Count Basie, 
Art Tatum, Roy Eldrige, etc.; also 
Charlie Parker and Oscar Peterson, 
who seem a bit out of place without 
Dizzy Gillespie. Dizz is on the new 
label . . . DOPE BUG GETS GETZ 
. . . Stan Getz, one of 'he country's 
leading tenor saxophone palyers, was 
arrested in Seattle. Washington, after 
breaking into a drug store. Getz con-
fessed to authorities that his objective 
was to secure bug juice, dope. He 
also stated that he had been using 
the stuff for some time, but lately 
the need became stronger. At the 
time of his arrest, the young musician 
was broke. 
On and Off the Farm 
More than half of the world's labor 
force, some 530 million men and 
women, are engaged in agriculture . . 
In the U. S., at least, more farm 
girls than boys move to the city in 
the teen ages—but by age 20, boys 
leave the farm in larger numbers than 
girls. 
ITS ALL A MATTER OF TASTE 
Late fcr your date? f j ^ l ^ l t ? 
' " * «f T. D e n o t e W. Vono&hu
University" ' v , f s 
When you come right down to it, you 
smoke for one simple r ea son . . . enjoy-
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a 
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts 
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better. 
Two facts explain why Luckies taste 
better. First, L . S . / M . F . T . - L u c k y Strike 
means fine tobacco . . . light, mild, good-
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac-
tually made better to taste b e t t e r . . . 
always round, firm, fully packed to draw 
freely and smoke evenly. 
So, for the enjoyment you get from 
better taste, and only from better taste, 
Be Happy —Go Lucky. Get a pack or a 
carton of better-tasting Luckies today. 
,a< a sroucViy soul-Mu roommate was *  e a n e r . No person coulee mnge f . 
1 3 r-u.A Fornshell Chad
jndiana U n i v e r s e 
COPR. , T H E A M E R I C A N TOBACCO COMPANY 




Wildroot CreamOil is America's/lavorite hair tonic. It's non-alcoholic. Contains soothing Lanolin. Grooms hair, relieves dryness, removes loose dandruff. Get Wildroot Cream-Oil, Charlie! Low as 29*. 
Kappa Capers 
The members of Kappa would like 
to announce the coming of its an-
nual program of guidance, "Guide 
Right." 
What is Guide Right? In its broad 
sense, it is simply a program of the 
fraternity which has as its purpose, 
the channeling of the interest of stu-
dents in the field for which they are 
best suited. 
The agenda of the "Kappa Kalen-
dar" for this quarter will probably in-
clude in addition to the "Guide Right" 
program a spring dance which is spon-
sored this year by three Greek-letter 
organizations. These organizations 
are: Zeta Phi Beta, Phi Beta Sigma 
and Kappa Alpha Psi. 
Be on the look out for these events. 
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POWER, PITCHING, DEFENSE TELL BASEBALL STORY AT A. & T. 
THE AGGIES ARE OUT to make it five championships 
in a row in the CIAA baseball scramble and from the looks 
of things, they are a virtual shoo-in. Power such as that the 
Harris tutored nine unveiled in the Eagle. Trojan, and Lin-
coln clashes seems unbeatable. It will take an awfully effective 
hurler and top-notch defensive support to silence the big bats 
of Parker and Company. Billy Lowe, North Carolina Col-
lege's prize left, is generally regarded as one of the best 
moundsmen in the conference, yet his best offerings were none 
too difficult for the Aggie sluggers to solve. 
i SPEAKING OK SLUGGERS AND the Aggies' power 
brings to mind the fearsome Yankee teams of the Ruth-Gherig-
Lazzeri era. The top six men in the Yankees' batting order 
during the 1927-30 seasons were hailed as "Murderer's Row." 
The present Aggie team is to the CIAA what the Yankees 
were to the American League during that period. The first 
six hitters in the A. and T. lineup are homerun threats. In 
games when Hamilton is catching and Gene Tapscott is pitch-
ing, the homerun potential is increased by two. 
EARLIER IN THE SEASON, Coach Harris was overheard 
discussing the team's chances in this year's race for the title. 
The loss of "Rabbit" Hair. Louis Reed. Ray Johnson, and 
Lomack Pridgen had the stocky mentor on edge. In speaking 
of Hair, he really "turned on," going so far as to rate Hair 
as "three players in one—a holler guy, great third baseman, 
and a clutch hitter." It's ironical, perhaps, that Hair's replace-
ment, Walter Parker, smashed five four-baggers in his first 
three games. At shortstop, freshman Paul McGuire has made 
the fans forget the gangling Pridgen who manned that post in '53. 
OFFENSIVELY AND DEFENSIVELY, I'd rate the '54 
Aggies over last year's championship crew. The infield is 
virtually air tight with Al Smith, sure-fielding first-sacker, 
taking tip where he left off last season both at bat and afield. 
Parker at third. McGuire at short, and William Miles at the 
keystone round out the inner defense. "Punchy" Scott is no 
longer with the team, but Roland Eller and Hamilton leave 
little to be desired in the catching department. Both can bat 
and throw with any you'll find in the league. In the outfield. 
Earl Richard in center. George Rouse in left, and Willie Bryant 
in right represent a strong outer garden defense. As batters 
they wear identical labels—"dangerous." 
* * * * 
THE "BIG" FOUR," Gene Tapscott, James Rhone. Mar-
vin Searcy, and Fred Taylor, head a formidable mound staff 
which also includes Red Rustin. and Harold Gaither. both 
freshmen. Tapscott. a cool calculating type pitcher, is a con-
trol artist. Primarily a curvc-baller, he uses a "sneaky fast 
one" to advantage. Harris refers to him as the "Aggies' Allie 
Reynolds." In direct contrast, Rhone is a strong armed tosser 
who likes to "blow 'em down." His three hitter beat NCC 
10-2 in the season's opener. His last year's record of 3-0 was 
identical to Tapscott's. Searcy was the 1953 workhouse, com-
piling a 6-2 record. The strapping southpaw has a world of 
stuff and can fire that apple." Only a sophomore, Taylor has 
two years ahead. Calm under fire, the gangling righthander 
posted a 3-0 in his first season of collegiate competition. 
ANY DAY NOW, I expect to hear the cry. "Break up the 
Aggies." Perhaps the plea is justifiable for only Tapscott and 
Richards will be missing from next year's squad. Opposing 
pitchers. 1 dare say. have little to look forward to with six 
power-crazed hitters lying in wait along "Murder's Row" to 
belabour any pitched ball fired their way. 
IF I MAY PROPHESY a little — I pick the Aggies to cop 
their fifth consecutive title. Their closest competition will be 
supplied by Howard and Maryland State. 
is k'\ 
SMITH'S BAT PACES 5-4 A. AND T. 
VICTORY IN EASTER THRILLER HERE 
By CHARLES BUSSEY 
First baseman Al Smith drove in four runs with two singles to lead the A. and T. nine to a hard-fought 5-4 
victory over scrappy Howard University in the Easter Monday Classic played at Greensboro's Memorial Stadium on 
April 19. The win was the Aggies' fourth without defeat. 
Extended for the first time this season, the Harrismen were tottering on the brink of defeat before Smith's 
one-out single in the bottom of the 
ninth drove Miles and Rhone home 
with the tying and winning markers. 
There was one away when "Smitty" 
delivered his climatic blow. 
Netmen Blank 
Hampton, 6 -0 
The tennis team, with all four mem-
bers winning their matches. W'hite 
washed Hampton's netters 6-0 in a 
dual match held at Hampton on 
April 17. 
Junebug Martin, John Lockett. Ed-
die Wells, and newcomer Vic Miller 
were all victorious in their singles 
matches, only Locket being extended. 
Win Doubles 
In the doubles matches, the com-
binations of Wells-Miller and Martin-
Locket won easily. Martin and Lock-
et defeated Hampton's top two men 
while Wells and Miller took on the 
second liners. 
QUITt A BOY 
Don "Baltimore" Quar les . (right) Aggie boxing great , exhibits the iorm that car-
ried him to the finals in the NCAA Boxing Tournament, held at Penn State College 
earlier this month, a s he trounces big Earl Carter ol St. August ine College. 
Quar les lost a controversial decision to a Penn State lighter. 
Track Team Garners Nine 
Firsts In Alabama Relays 
A friend caiied upon a gttesi al a 
hotel, knocked, and asked him to 
open the door. 
"Can't, door's locked," the voice 
within announced. 
"Well, unlock it!" 
"Can't, have no key." 
"Great Scott, man! What will you 
do if there's a fire?" 
"Can't go!" 
Correct your faults 
those found in others. 
by observing 
Wilson Wins 
Pole Vaul t 
April 17 saw the Aggie cindermen 
run the socks off a dozen or more 
colleges to claim the tenth annual 
Alabama Relays at Alabama State 
College. By taking nine first places 
in the day long holiday meet, A. & T. 
was able to score 52 points, ten 
more than the second place Florida 
A. & M. runners. 
Marvin Wilson, supplied both the 
surprise and most exciting perform-
ance of the day when he captured the 
pole vault event. "Clipper" cleared 
11-feet, although it was his first at-
tempt in the event this season. The 
stout-hearted little cinderman then 
matched Alabama's ace miler stride 
for stride until the last quarter of the 
race, only to be nosed out in the last 
20 yards. 
9.6 Century 
The sprints were well taken care of 
by Henry Jones, who won the 100 
yard dash in 9.6. Barkely. his run-
ning mate, was again unable to com-
pete because of injuries, so the Aggie 
runners were scratched from the 440 
yard relay. They did however, man-
age to win all of the other relays with 
substitute runners. 
Don Fairley. hurdler, picked up two 
first places when Adams of More-
house (unattached) was declared in-
eligible for competition in both, the 
high and low hurdles. Thel Moore 
and teammate "Tab" Phoenix, swept 
the 440 yard dash and later joined 
with Henry Brown and Ocie Boyers 
to form the winning mile and half 
mile relay teams. Reginald Victor re-
tained his title as 880 champ and 
also anchored the medley relay team 
of Fairley, Samuel Tucker and Henry 
Jones to victory. Tucker is a new-
comer to the team, but ran well in 
the race. 
f^TCWERvHE EtflWNED THE' 
GAME TO ME. HE IS THE 
, 'cniNKMftN'iTHEYCftl-LHlM 
LTHftT BECAUSE HE PITCHES 
, / A LOT OF JUNK. ALL VOU HN/E 
jFlKEBftLUR.FIRtVTODO IS UjfYTCH THE NUMBERS/ 
t J^&f^ii-iT^ (0N T H f t T BO«RP)r\ND THE S [HE CP.NT HIT ITV L-rtftM -rHftT H Ai THE. Hi&Htgr 
? T £ ^ {.NUMBER- AT THE EW WINS* 
RESULTS (A. & T. Points) 
100 yard dash Henry Jones (first) 
12(1 hurdles credited to Don Fairley (first! 
220 hurdles credited to Don Fairley (first) 
440 dash Thel Moore (first. 
Wilmar Phoenix (second) 
880 yard run Reginald Victor (first) 
Mile run Marvin Wilson (second) 
880 yard relav T. Moore, O. Boyers. 
W. Phonix. H. Brown (first) 
Mile relay T. Moore, O. Boyers, 
W. Phonix, H. Brown (first) 
Sprint medley F'airlev, Tucker, Jones, 
Victor (first) 
Pole vault Marvin Wilson (first) 
llilth jump Oswald Lyons (third) 
Discus Joe Smith (fourth) 
Javelin Charles Tisdale (third) 
4 0 t h Anniversary 
May, 1954 marks the 40th anni-
versary of Chesterfield advertising in 
college newspapers. It is a pleasure 
to salute a company which has mani-
fested so constantly and for so long, 
faith in the values inherent in the 
college market, and whose products 
have given so much pleasure to mil-
lions. 
Without fanfare or sensationalism, 
Chesterfield has carried its friendly 
message to millions of readers of col-
lege newspapers, and over the years 
has won wide respect. 
Thousands still remember the 
Hitless Until 5th 
The right handed offerings of Ze-
layo Mayo, a converted catcher pitch-
ing his first season of collegiate ball, 
completely baffled the local fence 
busters until Miles poked a double to 
left center in the fifth for the Aggies' 
first hit. Rouse beat out a scratch 
single to open the sixth, but was 
stranded when the lower portion of 
"Murderer's Row." Parker. Richards, 
and Bryant, failed to deliver. 
Pitcher's Duel 
Mayo and "Stipe' Rhone were en-
gaged in a bitter pitching duel, with 
laurels about even, until Neverson 
opened the sixth with a base on balls. 
He promptly stole second and came 
around to score on Eller's overthrow. 
The pesky Bisons kept pecking away 
at Rhone, Morton opening the How-
ard 7th with an infield single. Park-
er's two-base overthrow provided him 
passage to third where he languished 
as Rhone bore down to retire the next 
three hitters. 
The locals' vaunted power asserted 
itself in the home half of the seventh 
when Eller reached first on an error 
and advanced to second when Rhone 
drew a pass. Both runners moved 
up on a misfired pick-off attempt al 
second. McGuire fanned, but Smith 
smacked a clothesline one-baser to 
left scoring both runners. Rouse walk-
ed and Parker, hitless in three pre-
vious attempts, bounced one through 
the middle scoring Smith. Rouse was 
tagged out attempting to score also. 
Howard, fighting to the last, put 
three runners on in the eighth via 
of two hits and a walk. How-
ever, one was picked-off first and 
another went down stealing to retire 
the side. A. and T. threatened in the 
home half, Richards opening with a 
single to short left. Mayo braced, 
whiffing Bryant and inducing Eller to 
line into a double play. 
Morton Homers 
Pouncing, with renewed vigor, on 
an obviously tiring Rhone in the 
ninth, the never-say-die D. C. lads 
pushed across three runs to go ahead 
4-3. Benson, batting for Jones, walk-
ed and rode home on Morton's tower-
ing home run blast over the left field 
wall. Jackson grounded out, but 
Gregory kept the rally going with a 
three-baser to right. Gregory scored 
on Thomas' dribbler to third. 
Miles walked to open the home 
ninth, moving up when Mayo mis-
handled Rhone's attempted sacrifice. 
Both runners moved up on McGuire's 
bunt and scored on Smith's game-
winning smash to left. 
In winning his second victory of 
the season, Rhone fanned 13, but 
was touched for 8 hits. Mayo whiffed 
8 while allowing 5 safeties. 
Intramurals Add 
Softball, Volleyball 
The Intramural Committee, com-
posed of Physical Education Majors 
and Minors and directed by Coach 
Murray L. Neely. is currently ready-
ing a new program of activities which 
will include softball and volleyball 
leagues. 
Organizations and clubs desirous 
of entering such competition have 
been warned to submit their club 
rosters prior to the first event. In 
all probability, the softball games will 
be played on the athletic field of 
North Campus. Volleyball contests 
will likely be played on Fickling 
Field. 
LOGICAL ANSWER 
The schorl m'stress was giving her 
class of young pupils a test on a re-
cent natural history lesson. 
"Now, Bobby Jones," she cried, 
"tell me where the elephant is found. 
The boy hesitated for a moment; 
then his face lit up. 
"The elephant," he said, "is such a 
large animal that it is scarcely ever 
lost." 







a b y - p r o d u c t o f 
famous Chesterfield slogan of yester-
year — "Such popularity must be de-
served." Today college newspapers 
headline this message •— "Today's 
Chesterfield is the best cigarette ever 
made—the largest selling cigarette in 
America's colleges." 
Good luck to Chesterfield—a proud 
name and a proud product. 
HE W i l l BE ON CAMPUS 
MAY 10 TO SHOW YOU 
HOW TO 
earn over 
$5000 a year . . . 
become an officer 
in the air force . . . 
get a head start 
in jet aviation . . . 
be a part of a great 
flying team . . . 
a s a n Aviation Cadet. 
See h i m w h i l e y o u c a n . 
First Lieutenant 
Dorse F. Pendleton, Jr. 
and 
Av ia t ion Cadet Selection 
Team No. 304 
Wi l l Visit A. & T. College 
May 10, 1954 
Main Lounge of Scott Hall 
He w i l l be available f r om 
9:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M. 
Aviation Cadet Selection 
Det. 304,' 
Pope Air Force, N. C. 
SPEAKING OF 
By DON FAIRLEY, '55 
Sftonfo 
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Parker Paces Victories: 
FAIRLEY 
Looks as though the baseball team is off to another championship 
season . . . power such as that displayed in the NCC, Va. State and 
Lincoln games seems unbeatable. It would seem that a team with such an 
outstanding record is deserving of some type of mono-
gram, symbol, or distinctive marking that will tend 
to show the team members that their services are 
deeply appreciated. Four consecutive years of cham-
pionship ball is record book material in any league. 
Seldom, if ever, can one point to a team's record and 
find only one conference loss over a four-year period. 
I wonder just what type recognition would be accorded 
the baseballers if they successfully defend their cham-
pionship? . . . Championship jackets would set quite 
nicely with the fellows. 
A citation is in order for Coach Neeley and the 
Physical Ed Majors who aided him in putting across 
the Intra-mural Basketball Program. Incidentally, the 
Crusaders won the campus basketball championship by 
defeating the Lettermen Blue in the finals. Present!), 
the Intra-mural Committee is looking forward to successful volleyball, soft-
ball, and soccer programs. Without a doubt, the Intra-mural program is 
warmly accepted by both participants and spectators. Seemingly the most 
glaring weakness so far as the program is concerned, is the minute degree 
of liaison and coordination between the student managers and the physical 
education administrators. Still I suppose that in time the program will be 
fully developed and, consequently, more meaningful. 
A note of thanks to the person responsible for the change in policy 
which previously necessitated travel by automobile for persons participating 
in various athletic events. It is gratifying to note that someone has scratched 
beneath the surface to discover that the probability of accident is much 
higher when traveling by several autos than when traveling by bus. It 
becomes clear i t last that the value of life and limb outweighs the dollar sign. 
Despite the fact that five of the Aggies' entries were eliminated in the 
opening round, they made a creditable showing in the recent NCAA Boxing 
Tourney held at Penn State. It should be remembered that many of the 
entrants in the tournament had fought many more fights during the past 
season than any of the A. and T. entries. Don Quarles, finalist in the 178 
pound class, 1 understand, is still the principal topic for discussion around 
State College. The flashy, crowd-pleasing Baltimorean initiated his quest 
for the NCAA crown by decisively beating Ray Zale, last year's winner 
who, incidentally, eliminated Quarles in the semi-finals last year. Reports 
have it that Quarles had the deck stacked against him in the finals. He 
lost to Adam Kois, a Penn State color bearer and a hometown favorite. 
Several persons who witnessed the matches revealed that upon leaving the 
ring after the final match, Don was accorded a much louder ovation than 
was Kois. 
Thinclads Triumph In Fla. 
Relays; Jones Win 100 ,220 
A small but spirited A. and T. College track team scored heavily in the 
sprint events to enlarge Champions of the Florida Relays held March 27 at 
Florida A. and M. University. The meet marked the Aggies first taste of 
competition for the 1954 season. 
Hank Jones, the Aggies jet-propelled sprinter, displayed mid-season form 
as he led the pack in both the 100 
and 220 yard dashes. Jones, a junior 
peeled off times of 9.7 and 20.7 for 
the 100 and 220, respectively. Erbil 
Barkley, another ace sprinter was 
hampered by an aggravating leg con-
dition and was withheld from the 
competition. 
Finishing strong, Don Fairley cop-
ped both hurdle events, stepping the 
lows in 24.3 and topping the 120 
yard highs in 15 seconds. The power 
running Rockford, Illinois junior 
actually finished second in the 120 
yard high hurdle race, but the winner, 
Adams ran unattached and was not 
eligible for the official victory. 
Moore Wins 440 
Thel Moore, running the 440 yard 
dash in place of Ocie Boyers, last 
year's top quartermiler, out raced a 
close field to win in 50.1 seconds. 
Wilmer Phoenix was second. Boyers 
forsook the 440 to concentrate on the 
half mile and the relay events. Reggie 
Victor, striving to attain his 1952 
form, placed first in the 880. He 
was clocked in 2:1.3. 
Other A. and T. firsts were garner-
ed by the three relay teams. Thel 
Moore, Reggie Victor, Hank Brown, 
and Ocie Boyers collaborated to cop 
a victory in the mile relay. Moore, 
Brown, Phoenix and Jones composed 
the winning 880 and 440 relay four-
somes. 
Charles Tisdale gained three addi-
tional points by placing second in the 
javelin throw. Host Florida A. & M. 
placed a close second to the hot-
heeled Aggie thinclads. 
Aggies Aim For Fifth Straight Title; 
Crush NCC, Va. State, Lincoln In Openers 
Crusaders W i n 
Campus Crown 
The Crusaders, with Dub Robinson 
and Thurmond Long providing the 
necessary punch, withstood the rough 
and tumble tactics of the Lettermen 
Blue basketball team to emerge vic-
torious in the Intramural Basketball 
playoffs held earlier this month. 
The Lettermen Blue were champs 
in the National League and the Cru-





Flashy Donald Quarles, three times 
CIAA light-heavyweight titalist, failed 
for the third time to win the NCAA 
light-heavyweight crown, losing to 
Adam Kois. Penn State's pride, in the 
final round of the NCAA Boxing 
Tournament held at Penn State Col-
lege earlier this month. Quarles was 
the only A. and T. boxer to reach the 
finals. 
Beats Zale 
The Baltimore Bomber revealed his 
intentions early in the tournament as 
he methodically disposed of ex-champ 
Ray Zale in the opening round of the 
tournament. T h e crowd-pleasing 
Quarles, employing many of Jersey 
Joe Walcott's tactics and a score of 
his own, completely befuddled the gal-
lant Zale, who, ironically, decisioned 
Quarles in the semi-finals of last year's 
tournament held at Idaho State. Ac-
cording to all reports, Don was even 
more impressive in his semi-final win 
over Michigan State's entrant in the 
light-heavy class. Again, the crafti-
ness and all-round finesse of the Ag-
gie warrior had the crowd buzzing. 
Cheered in Loss 
In the final round Kois, runner-up 
in the 1953 tournament, was awarded 
a unanimous decision over Quarles. 
Even in losing, the Bomber was cheer-
ed with more enthusiasm than was the 
champion. 
The Aggies were represented in the 
tournament by Roland Walton, twice 
CIAA 132 pound champ, James Har-
rell, 119 pound titalist in the CIAA, 
John Parker, runner-up in CIAA 139 
pound class, Bob Reid, 156 pound 
king of CIAA, and Earl Orr, 165 
pound entrant. All five were elimi-
nated in the opening round of com-
petition. 
A and T 23, Lincoln 4 
A. and T.'s power-drenched base-
ballers, paced by Walter Parker's trio 
of round-trippers, pounced on a de-
fenseless Lincoln University nine in 
Greensboro's Memorial Stadium on 
Thursday afternoon, April 15, and 
literally massacred them to the tune 
of 23-4. The victory was the Aggies' 
third of the season against no set-
backs. 
Parker Hits Grand Slam 
Parker, the Aggies' big blaster, 
brought his home run total to five. 
His first homer, a grandslam, put the 
locals ahead to stay. As early as the 
fifth inning the Greensboro nine had 
run up an 18-4 lead. Earl Richards 
broke his early season slump by pro-
pelling a Lincoln delivery over the 
right field wall. 
The 19-hit assault was the Aggies 
biggest day at bat to date. Other 
prominent contributors to the batting 
parade were Hamilton, Al Smith, Wil-
lie Bryant, Roland Eller, and William 
Miles. 
Taylor Wins 
"Pop" Taylor, gangling righthander, 
hurled the first seven innings for the 
Harris tutored nine, giving up six hits 
and four runs. Hal Gaither made his 
second appearance of the season, 
pitching the eighth inning and retir-
ing the side in order. The loose-
throwing James Rhone finished up in 
the ninth by fanning two and induc-
ing the third batter to ground to 
shortstop Paul McGuire who gobbled 
the hit-labeled smash and nailed the 
runner with a lightning-like flip to 
first. Taylor was the winning 
pitcher. 
A. and T. 18, Va. State I 
A pair of power-laden blasts by 
third baseman Walter Parker chased 
5 runs across the plate as the A. and 
T. nine slaughtered a hapless Virginia 
State team 18-1 in a game played here 
on April 9. The stocky third-sacker's 
potent pokes came at the expense of 
Trojan starter Charles McLaughlin. 
Hurlers Sparkle 
A trio of hurlers combined to hold 
the Trojans hitless. Marvin Searcy, 
strapping lefthander, started for the 
From a beauty-shop advertisement 
in the Rockland, Maine, Courier-Ga-
zette: "A hairdo skillfully styled to 
flatten your face as well as your per-
sonality." 
Foreman: "Why do you carry only 
one plank and all the other men carry 
two?" 
Laborer: "They're just too lazy to 
make two trips like I do." 
locals and kept the Virginia State hit-
ters off balance for the first five 
frames with his "high hard one." He 
gave way to Gene Tapscott in the 
sixth who kept the hitless skein going 
until relieved in the ninth by fresh-
man Harold Gaither. Tapscott, one 
of two seniors on the squad, was the 
picture pitcher as he cooly and crafti-
ly curve-balled his way through three 
frames with seemingly effortless de-
liveries. 
Outfielders George Rouse and Wil-
lie Bryant backed Parker in the Ag-
gies' 10-hit assault against McLaugh-
lin and his relief, Al Smith. 
* :|: * _[: 
A . a n d T . 10, N.C.C. 2 
"Supe" Rhone, fireballing high-
hander, strong-armed his way to a 
10-2 triumph over N. C. College in 
the season's opener, limiting the 
Eagles to 3 safeties in a game played 
on the Aggies' soil on April 7. Rhone 
was erratic at times, frequently get-
ting behind the batters. The hard 
throwing junior was tough in the 
clutch, however, fanning 9 and leav-
ing six runners stranded. 
McGuire Connects 
The Aggies, supposedly weakened 
by the loss of such performers as 
"Rabbit" Hair, John Ratliff, Lomack 
Pridgen, and Lois Reed, jumped on 
N. C. College's Billy Lowe for an 
early 6-0 lead and were never headed. 
The bulk of the A. and T. batting 
attack was supplied by Walter Parker, 
George Rouse, and Paul McGuire. 
McGuire. Freshman star from Chica-
go, reached Lowe for a circuit clout 
over the left center field wall. The 
long clout came with the sacks 
empty. 
Defensive Standouts 
Defensively Rouse sparkled, twice 
retreating within inches of the left 
field barrier to spear long drives. The 
speedy McGuire electrified the crowd 
with his smooth glove work and ac-
curate throwing, as did Roland Eller, 
dimunitive backstop, whose clothes-
line pegs to second base kept the base-
runners honest. 
Mother Is Symbol of 
Security and Understanding 
It was Amos Bronson Alcott, the 
father of four daughters so quaintly 
and endearingly pictured in his daugh-
ter's novels, who said, "Where there 
is a mother in the house, matters 
speed well." The statement must 
have been particularly applicable in 
the Alcott household, for the father 
was more visionary than practical and 
matters would have been perpetually 
at loose ends had it not been for the 
good sense of the wife and mother. 
But he spoke a truth that is uni-
versally applicable; it is indeed a sor-
ry house where there are children and 
no mother. 
Mother is the symbol of security 
and understanding. If the truth were 
told that is the reason that Mother's 
Day is celebrated. We love our moth-
ers sometimes for their oth^r memor-
able traits, but in the main our 
thoughts go back to the time when 
they were our shield against a cruel 
and baffling world, when they under-
stood what no one else—father, broth-
er, sister, grandparent or beloved 
friend—was able or willing to under-
stand. 
On the basis of the security and 
understanding which awaited one up-
on his arrival at his mother's door be-
came possible to go ahead in the 
tough world encompassed by the back-
yard, the house next door, the play-
ground and the school room. Through 
her understanding it became possible 
to understand others and thus to take 
one's own place in the world. 
Another American man of letters 
said, "The mother's heart is the child's 
schoolroom." It is possible that if 
all the education a child receives were 
totalled up as to its sources, the sum 
in the column headed "Mother" would 
be the greatest. There are so many 
things a child has to "know," so many 
things he asks, so many things he ac-
cepts from the lips, the direction, the 
attitude and the example of his moth-
er. These are the things he takes 
through life with him. 
There was a line in an old play 
which ran: "The mother in her office 
holds the key of the soul; and she it 
is who stamps the coin of character, 
and makes the being who would be a 
savage but for her gentle cares, a 
Christian man! Then crown her queen 
of the world."—Ohio State Journal. 
ALL IN THE SAME BOAT 
Three men were sitting on a park 
bench. The man in the middle was 
sitting quietly, as though asleep. But 
the men on either side of him were 
going through the motions of fishing. 
With deadly seriousness they would 
cast, jerk their lines gently, then swift-
ly wind imaginary reels. This had 
been going on for some time when a 
policeman sauntered over, shook the 
man in the middle awake and de-
manded: "Are these two nuts friends 
of yours?" 
"Yes, officer," said the man. 
"Well, get them out of here then." 
"Right away, officer," said the man, 
and began rowing vigorously. 
SHARING KNOWLEDGE 
Two collegiates were about to sit 
down to an exam in English literature. 
"Great Scott!" said one. "I've for-
gotten who wrote Ivanhoe." 
"I can tell you that." said the other, 
"if you'll tell me who the dickens 
wrote "The Tale of Two Cities'!" 
Today is what we were al 
forward to yesterday. 
looking 
MURDERER'S ROW 
From lelt to right. George Rouse, junior; Earl Richards. 
senior: Paul McGuire, freshman; Walter Parker, sopho-
more; Al Smith, sophomore; Willie Bryant, sophomore . . . 
These men compose the Aggies' Murderer's Row. Fach 
is capable of hitting the long ball; consequen'Iy. each 
must be regarded as a threat to break up any ball game. 
. . . Rouse, a top-notch baserunner, bats third; Richards, 
left-handed slugger, bats fifth; McGuire utilizes his speed 
as lead-off man; Parker is the clean-up hitter; Smi.h bats 
second; and Bryant bats in the No. 6 slot. 
"fciiLa 
FAIRLEY 
WILL HE DO IT? 
Hank Jones, the Ag 
gies' bread 'n but-
ter sprinter, is prim-
ed and ready to 
gun for the record 
in the 100 yard 
dash. Will he out-
class Morgan's ar-
ray of sprinters in 
the CIAA Cham-
pionships? 
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Perfect Records 
(Continued from Page 1) 
N a m e H o m e t o w n Average 
Bussey. Char les D. . Washington . D. C. 2.60 
Peoples , Clarence E., 
Wins ton-Salem. N . C 2.60 
Pres ton . Eugene H. . 
Wins ton-Sa lem. N . C .. 2.60 
Dodson , Louis . J r . . Newpor t News, Va...2.59 
Hol t . Edward . Pr inceton. N. C 2.59 
Alston. Grady T „ Jr . . S i b r City, N . C. 2.58 
H a m m o n d , J a m e s D., Florence, S. C. 2.58 
Drake . Carber t R., Greensbo ro . N . C. 2.55 
Privet te . J a m e s P.. Raleiith. N . C 2.55 
Rando lph . Ruth A.. Ahoskie, N. C. _ 2.55 
Dix, Benjamin D. . Yanccyvil le. N. C._...2.53 
Greenf ie ld . Elisha J., 
Seven Springs. N . C 2.53 
Washington , Annie E.. 
Jacksonvi l le , Fla. 2.50 
Harr is , Clevell, Wins ton-Salem. N. C . 2.50 
McNei l l . Paul E., Dunn , N . C. 2.50 
Wate r s , Leonard H., Dudley, N. C. 2.50 
"B" Honor Roll 
Hawkins . Char les B., Bainbr idge. Ga 2.48 
Oliver, M a h a t h a M.. Burl ington. N. C . 2.48 
Ragland. Ellis E.. Oxford, N . C. 2.48 
Tucker . Samuel l... 
Wins ton-Salem. N. C. 2.48 
Covial , J ames . Raleigh. N. C. 2.47 
M o n r o e . Willie. J r . . Laur inburg , N . C 2.46 
Burney, Mary E.. Counci l , N . C. 2.44 
Cogdell , Ervin A.. Wilson. N. C .2.44 
Por te r . J a m e s T., Culpepsr , Va 2.44 
Small . Allen T.. Pi t tsboro, N . C 2.44 
Brown. Jacquel ine M.. New Bern. N. C.-2.43 
Bryant . Evelyn R., Teachey, N . C 2.43 
Harr is Rosevelt D. . Wil l iamsburg, Va 2.43 
Robinson . Odessa . High Point . N . C. 2.41 
Greenfield. Wilber t , 
Seven Springs. N. C. . 2.42 
N o r m a n , Margare t . Asheville, N . C. 2.42 
Wil l iams, T. W., Greenvi l le , N . C. 2.40 
Miller. Marion E.. Gibsonvil le , N . C 2.39 
Harr i son . Shirley B.. Henr ico . N . C 2.38 
Pompey. Ella M.. Hickory. N . C 2.38 
Gilchrist , Char les . W a g r a m , N . C 2.37 
Mar t in . Leon DeLloyd. 
Roanoke Rapids. N . C .. .. 2.37 
Wil l iams. James L.. Lakeview, S. C 2.35 
Forney, Wil l iam C 
Kannapol i s . N . C. 2.33 
Peterson. William J., Savannah . G a 2.33 
Goodwin , Lovell, Spar tanburg . S. C 2.31 
Reid. Isaac M., Jr . . Greensboro . N . C. 2.31 
Simmons . Elmer C , Dudley. N. C. 2.31 
Skinner . Minnie W.. Hert ford, N. C 2.31 
Wilson. Bette I... Wins ton . -Salcm, N . C . 2.31 
Johnson . Almonda . New York . N . Y. 2.29 
Foster . John E.. Kittrell , N . C 2.28 
Mat thews . Wil l iam G.. W a g r a m . N. C... 2.28 
Norwood , Carolyn V.. F lorence . S. C 2.28 
Richardson. Shirley M. . 
Wilmington . N. C 2.28 
Als ton . Char les N o r m a n , 
Winston-Salem. N. C... 2.26 
Carney . J a m e s H. . Jr . . Go ldsboro . N. C...2.26 
Cot ten . Laur ine . Enfield. N . C. __ 2.26 
Lyon. Oswald S., 
Jamaica , British West tndes 
Tapscot t , Eugene D. . Washington , D. 
Wil l iams. Mary C , Gas ton ia , N. C. 
Zeigler. John . Char lo t t e . N . C. 
N. C. 
Boone. Anne . Cofield. N . 
Bowe, Clarence E.. Jr . . 
Elizabeth City. N. C. 
Dixon. Leon Edward , 
White Sulphur Springs. 
Tar row. J immie l... Or ien ta l . N . C. 
Gaddy , J a m e s R., 
Southern Pines. N. C. 
McCol lum, Gene R.. Kernersvi l le . N. C. 
Mat thews . J a m e s E.. W a g r a m . N . C. . 
1 ans imore . Ernest I... J r . . Cu lpeper , v a . 
Valent ine . Dorothy V.. Dew West . N . C . 
Davis, Everlene, Whitevil le, N . C. 
Irvin. Florine O 'Ze t ta . G r e e n s b o r o . N.C._ 
Mct .eod . Pervar ice , Sanford. N . C. 
McNeil l , Luther C . Laur inburg . N . C . 
Fowlkes. Arlene D. . Green Bav. Va . 
Monroe . Phillip H. . C la rk ton . N. C. 
Phillips. Norr is P., Moyock, N. C 
Zande r s . Rachel . Char lo t t e . N . C 
Johnson , Loret ta L., Concord . N . C. 
Davis . Will iam T., Salisbury, N . C. 
Oliver. Alice F. ,Bur l ington. N . C. 
Pearson , J a m e s C , Spar tanburg , N . C ' . 
Lowrie , Annie A.. Miami , Fla 
Hor ton . Robert L.. Ahoskie . N. C 
Hull . Rogis A., C a t a w b a . N . C. 
Mel ton. Doro thy T., New Bern. N . C. 
C r o m e r . Jessie M. . El lerbe. N. C 
G o r e , Clifton. Whitevi l le . N . C 
Johnson , Shirley A.. Or l ando . Fla. 
Locket t . John W. , Tuskegee Inst.. Ala. 
Rice. Alonzo J. . Jr . . Go ldsbo ro . N . C._._ 
Tally. Mildred L.. Macon . N . C..... 
Wal lace . J a m e s A.. Raleigh. N . C 
Bass, Jesse J. . J r . , Mt. Olive. N . C 
D a r g a n . Maxine, Greensbo ro . N. C. 
Whi te . Louis R., Richmond Hgts. . Fla. . 
T h o m p s o n , Ca the r ine . Snow Hill. N . C. 
Wil l iamson. Barbara M.. Danvil le . Va. 
Carrol l . Jack C . Char lo t t e . N . C. 
Hami l ton . Ethel M.. Greensbo ro . N . C. 
Jones . Earl ine M.. Wilson. N. C. 
Newsome. Mary B.. F r emon t . N. C. 
Hor ton , Nancy . P i t t sboro , N . C .__ 
Hul l . Kermit B. S.. C a t a w b a . N . C 
Lee. Et ta B., Lewiston, N . C 
Bell. Willie J., Fa ison , N . C 
Willis, Isaac T. . Jamesvi l le . N . C. 
Woody , Willie B.. El lerbe, N . C 
Worley, Fannie S.. Evergreen. N . C. 
Clark . Wesley C . D u n n . N. C. 
Filer . Roland F . . Rural Hall . N . C. _ 
Foster , Pear lene . Spa r t anburg . S. C. 
Smal lwood. Benjamin. 
Liberia, West Africa 
Wins ton , Esther M., Virgil ina. Va. 
H a r d y . Will iam H. . Wintervi l le , N. C. 
Troxler , John W. . G r e e n s b o r o . N . C 
Gilchrist . Major, Greensbo ro . 
G r a h a m . David. G r e e n s b o r o . N . C. 
G r e e n e . J a m e s A., Louisburg, N . C 
Hales . Romas L., Fayettevi l le . N . C _. 
Pa rke r . Wal te r . Suffolk. Va 
Yarborough , Ruffin A., 
Louisburg. N. C 
Bell. Eddie . J r . , Sanford. Fla. 
Bradshaw, J a m e s v . . Gas ton ia . N. C 
Fit ts . Spurgeon M.. Li t t le ton. N . C 
Taylor . El izabeth. Asheboro . N . C. 
Ander son , Glossie O., Halifax. Va 
Andrews, Eva M., Counci l . N . C 
Baldwin. Char les . P i t t sboro , N . C 
Blair. Mar ion . Jr . . Morgan town, N. C... 
Belle, Robert P., G r e e n s b o r o . N. C 
Bragg. Giles , G r e e n s b o r o . N . C 
Coleman , Andrew L.. Garysburg , N . C. 
Cuthber t son . Raphae l . Mat thews , N . C . 
Durden , J a m e s D., Fayettevil le , N . C._ 
Dye. Lu ther V. . Wins ton-Salem, N . C . -
Faulk , Edward D. . Wi lmington . N . C... 
Favors . Edward G., Greensbo ro . N. C. 
Glover , Conn ie R., Oxford. N. C 
Gras tv . Carson R.. Danvil le, Va. 
Griffin. John R.. Fayettevi l le . N . C. 
Hayes , J a m e s E. . New Bern. N . C. 
Headen , Lacy E.. Sanford. N. C. 
Hill. Elizabeth, Columbia , N . C. 
t i m e s . Mary Lillie. G r e e n s b o r o . N. C. 
H o m e d , Rudolph .1., Bal t imore . Md 
Hunter . Frances L.. Char lo t t e . N . C. 
Johnson , Hat t ie B.. Windsor . N . C. 
J a m e s . Eddie L.. F lorence . S. C 
Jones . Eddie M., Beaufort , N . C. . 
Marshal l , Clyde L., 
Winston-Salem, N . C 
Mikel l , Rollins J., Char les ton , S. C 
Piummer , Ruth H. . W a r r e n t o n . N . C . -
Searcy, Maggie C , Kernersvil le , N . C. 
Shaw. George C . Kenly, N . C 
Silas, The lma E.. Brooklyn. N. Y. 





































































































As usual, the Scroller Club has 
made another contribution toward the 
improvement of dear ole Aggieland. 
According to Webster, a gentleman 
is defined as a well bred and hon-
orable man. The club has somewhat 
refrained from the use of such a 
short definition for the rare human 
being. To share our knowledge, wc, 
the brothers of the Scroller Club of 
Alpha Nu Chapter of Kappa Alpha 
Psi. presented a framed portrait of 
what we believe should be the char-
acteristics of a gentleman. This por-
Stanley, T h o m a s W., Greensbo ro . N. C...2.C0 
T h o r n t o n . Theodo re B.. D u r h a m . N. C. 2.CO 
I h o r p e , Marvin . Jr . . Raleigh. N . C 2.00 
fhrea t t , J a m - s Lloyd. Pelersburg, Va 2.00 
Thurs ton . Alfred E.. P o m p a n o . Fla 2.00 
Wilson. Willie G. . Lawndale , N . C 2.00 
trait can be seen in the lobby of Scott 
Hall. 
On March 12. the traditional Scrol-
ler dance was given: this time in honor 
of Charles "Chuck" Jackson, member 
of noble Kappa Psi. He is now serv-
ing in the United States Air Force. 
If this club ever reaches its goal, 
we sincerely hope that the Scroller 
Club of 1953-54 will be remembered 
in the history of A. and T. 
Down Beat 
(Continued from Page 4) 
shows. Frankie's songwriting talents 
brought him to the attention of the 
late Carl Fischer, and together they 
collaborated on several songs, but had 
only mild success in publishing them. 
In 1946, Frankie once again took 
a fling at the singing end of songs, 
and while appearing at Billy Berg's 
Club in Hollywood, caught the ears 
of Mercury Records scout who signed 
him for records. His second side for 
Mercury, That's My Desire, turned 
out to be a sleeper, and from then 
on Frankie Laine became a headliner 
in the record business. In 1951. he 
switched to Columbia Records, and 
his recent waxing for them. Down Ihe 
Line, is climbing fast. 
DOWN BF.AT's huge songwriting 
contest is growing larger and larger. 
To the winning song now goes: at 
least two guaranteed recordings (Mer-
cury and label "X"); publishing of 
the tune by Broadcast Music, Inc.; 
and a Kelton high-fidelity set. To 
the second and third place songs: a 
Kelton high-fidelity set, with the tunes 
to be considered by three other pub-
lishers (Moonlight Music. Starlight 
Music, and Windy City Music) who 
have agreed to publish one of the first 
15 top placers. Remember, too, that 
full promotion on radio and TV will 
be given the winning entries, and that 
all royalties from the song will go to 
the author. For complete details see 
the current issue of DOWN BEAT, or 










is the Best Cigarette 
Ever Made! 
"Chesterfields -for Me!" 
The cigarette tested and approved by 30 
years of scientific tobacco research. 
"Chesterfields for Me!" 
The cigarette with a proven good record 
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly 
examinations of a group of smokers show no 
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses 
from smoking Chesterfield. 
#**#* &M 
Chesterfields for Me! 
l/ti&lJditL- •^-y^tiZJZ^ly University '5t 
The cigarette that gives you proof of 
highest quality—low nicotine. 
Smoke Chesterfield for the Taste 
and Mildness you want. 
n 
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